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:,Philosopf!y [)ept. modernizes its courses
T.HURSDAY, APRIL 21, 1977

VOL. 62 NO. 20

th~t

fo"r·~~~:~i:ly~·

ty within
program
.. the fundamental· questions of mari, free ·electives for students; usually
Dr. Gendreau feels sure that sophomores will choose from Area seniors, whq have completed nine
students who choose a private liberal II (PL 200-219) courses dealing with h~urs. Many of the old titles will be
arts school do so for the purpose of Reality (to replace . the old r~tained (Theory of Knowledge, .
experiencing exposure to a. much Metaphysics 230 course) and juniors Logic, and the histories), and a "rich
b~oader scope and life-style than can
would select from Area III (PL 2So- assortment", according to Dr. Genbe found at state or trade/ oriented 299) courses instead ofthe old Ethics . dreau, of new courses is being added
institutions.
240 course. In all cases the selection (e.g. Philosophy of History, Law,
of the new courses is designed to Language, Marxism, Science, SexThe iwelve credit hour require- facilitate personal and professional uality, Woman, the Orient, and
Technological Ethics.)
. ment for graduation. will be main- needs.
tained in the newly outlined program
The new courses, over SO in all,
~tudents who have already taken
corresponding roughly to one of the
four. undergraduate · years. Thus, the. old 220, 230, or 240 courses have will be fully implemented by the
freshmen who would normally take· ·fulfilled the new Area I. II, and Ill beginning of the 1979-80 academic
· ·
Philosophy of Man, (PL 220) will requirements. ·They-should not take year.
have the option_ of any number of the new courses except with the perStudents seeking a Philosophy
·courses ·in Area I dealing with var- mission of Dr. Gendreau.
minor must take six courses, or a
ious· methodological approache~ to
Area IV courses (PL 300-399) are total of 18 hours. Three of the six

By GREG GOOLSBY
· NewllleHWrtw

In recent years there has occurred
· a drive by students of liberal arts
schools toward more relevance in
traditional arts and sciences courses.
While Xavier has been reticent
heretofore to make the move toward
specialization; it has now done so at
· the request of the philosophy depart. merit personnel. Dr. Gendreau,
. department chairman, identified the
move as a "thrust for richness." We
waited long enough at XU to avoid
the "consumer orientation" drive of
the early '70's and have maintained
both a comprehensive program (as
oppqsed to one or two courses at
most other schools) and a real varie-

should be Area IV courses.
Requirements for majors include
a total of 36 hours and comprehensive written and oral exams.
H.I.P. courses are offered in all
four areas.
The pragmatic nature of Xavier's
Philosophy department greatly
facilitates the new, systematically Inductive structure of the program, A
history or a science major will be
able to take the Nature of War (new
PL 368) or General Ethics and
Medical Problems (new PL 2S9) to
move from specific philosophical inquiries to basic tenets. This, Dr.
Gendreau feels, greatly aids students
in their search for understanding and
interest.

Schoenfeld
& Co. optimistic
about News position
the new "board, the sta(f, and the
newspaper in general for next year.
The end of this school year is ap- "We are going to ciury the bidl and
to pass it on," he remarks. "We
proaching, arid with it comes the try
have an excellent opportunity to do
appearance of a new Editorial Board · this
because rl}f the work Shannon
for the Xavier News. In fact, this (Flynn)
Bruno (Stegmoyer)
issue signals the close for this year's have doneand"'
with the Administration
editors. The final four issues will be · and the Faculty.
The catalyst of sup~
the work of a new board.
has been their efforts."
Neither those of the old or new · port
was cautious about promispositions foresee any drastic change ingGreg
resolutions
of weaknesses.
m the News format for next year.
However, all anticipate, along with "Weaknesses tend to be things not
able to be worked out. Those
the different faces, a different force . always
things readily identified as flaws,
behind the publication, and the feel- such
'as grammatical errors, prove
ing is generally a good one.
this is an ameteur organization.
"I am enthusiastic about the new that
We are -a part of a learning exEditorial . Board," says Shannon perience."
.
Flynn, this year's Managing Editor, . Freshman Pe~ Connelly
is equally
and adds, ·"There is, in addition, a
as
hopeful:
Her
approach
to the
good group of talented staffers."
newspaper a very people-oriented
Editor-in-Chief Robert
Stegmoyer agrees. "There is a very one, and her attitude reflects this:
good Editorial Board delineation for "We have good idea people, and
next year, in that the editors will be ·· we'll have a big advantage. because
able to do exactly what their titles we all know each other now."
Regarding the basic format, BuImply," he re~arks, "with the Editor
and Managing . Editor doing what jold sees no drastic changes.
However, he does anticipate some
they are supposed to do."
deviations from this year's policy.
"I would iike to see more pictures,
The 1977-78,board will be headed
by Rita Schoenfeld, who has served a more aesthetic type of paper, A few
special issues would be ~ood,"
as both Managing and Copy-Editor more
for the Xavier News in addition to says Bujold, "and an enlarged space
· .
writiniJ regularly and actively par.,. .for Back Page entries."
ticipatmg in a variety of campus . · Frank's emphasis is on edttonals.
..I like to make people think," he says
organizations.
Assisting her as Managing Editor through a grin. "I want the Editorial
will be Roccina Stellatano, who Board to· take more stands, be more
refers to her future on the newspaper controversial, produce more
as ·"a learning experience." She editorials on debatable issues."
Will there be a real strengthening
foresees. no special. problem or
weakness to overcome, but. rather of the Editorial Board next year?
feels that the strength built by the "Yes," says Shannon Flynn. "They
people of this year's paper should be will have a greater awareness of the
maintained throughout next year. Student Government and work
She comments that "through our more closely with it than we did this
great diversity, I think we will all
' year."
work well together."
·. Rounding out the Editorial Board
will be Greg Goolsby, Peg Connelly,
and Frank Bujold - none of them
"new journalists.
Goolsby has written for the News
this year and was previously editor
Cox, a junior resident of 1st
of the Mercer University Post at
floor Kuhlman died of natural
Mercer University in Georgia.
Connelly has been an Associat~ causes at the end of March, he was
Editor for the News along with known to have a "chronic heart conassuming her re~ular writing duties dition . .Jerry was a Communicaton ·
Arts major and a resident of 1st floor
this year.
Bujpld writes extensively for the Kuhlman. Jerry was an active parnewspaper, most often in the form of ticipant on the radio station, and
worked on the Yearbook. He was
letters to the Editor.
twenty years old.
By DON TASSONE
New8 ltelf Wrtter

PlloiO IIW ANNI AIATI

New· Associate Editors (I. tor.) Greg Gaolsby, Peg Connelly; and Franlc·Bujold. Missing from picture are
. ·
Editor-in-Chief Rita Schoenfeld and Managing Editor Roccina Stel/atano.

X.U. embarkS· upon .contract
AN program with Deaconess··

.
I

By PEG CONNELLY

~....,
Next year xavier will be entering .
.. into a contract learning. situation
, .with Deaconess Hospital's School of ·

k~"t;(i
Nursing.
:\P,M' courses

Xavier
will. students·
supply nine
for RN
at
;~r Deaconess. 7S Deaconess students
;vJ~ will take courses at" Xavier in
;;yyBiology, Chemistry, Psychology,
{·;~: and Sociology, They will not be
'\\): · Xavier students, or receive a Xavier
;%'~ degree, but will remain students of
\'< Deaconess.
···
').'' · Fr. Angilella, Deanofttie College
,, . · of Arts and Sciences, commented
that the program will be run a lot like
the consortium. which allows·
students from other area·colleges to
·take courses here. He sees it as "a real
'' opportunity for Xavier. We can offer
the service and all the students involved meet Xavier's entrance requirements. Having· a group with a
· · particular interest like that will
benefit us."
There has been discussion about
whether and how Xavier could enter
into the riursing field for some years,
.so'· when Deaconess approached
Xavier with this request it was gladly

nurses with bachelor degrees and
there Is great interest as to' whether
this can be accomplished at Xavier in .
the future. ·

Angilella sees a strong trend to
collegiate· nursing programs, away
from separate schools. of nursing.
More and· .more hospitals want
·
.

··c··.o·..··n. ··s.·u··.·.'.l·.·:.,t·a··.· ·.n. . . .I,..
.

.

·to·,_ ·e.v·....·a·l u..a·.· te. c·.·o· u· r·se·s
·

·

The· National Endowment for the
Recently, Xav~er University
through the Offjce of the Academic ·Humanities' National Board of Con· Vice-President received funding · sultants "is intended for institutions
from the National Endowment for · which are in the early stages of plan·~
·the Humanities to engage the ser- ning ·new programs or are in. the
process of reconsidering existing
vices of a humanities consultant.
· According to Dr. ·Roger. Fortin, curricula and which wish to seek the
project coordinator, the humanities advice and . ·assistance of outside
consultant would come to Xavier to . teachers, scholars, or administrators
help .us.. evahiate our humanities on how to best meet their particular
.
needs." ..
programs arid.:the' rationale for our
rriix of courses.
In order to fill Xavier's particular
The consiiltar)t will be Fr. James
' T. Burtchaell, provost ofthe Univer- · needs a consultant was sought who
sity of Notre Dame, South Bend, In- understood the Jesuit humanitie·s
diana.· At Notre . Dame, Rev. tradition, was familiar with demanBurtchaell · has chaired the Com- ding and challenging academic
mittee on University Priorities, and programs, and who understood the
is current chairman of the·executive · interaction of Hw htima'nities and

is

Xavier student
Jerry· Cox dies
Je~y

New; govern.me11t
commltt•es filled
Dean to speak

Fr. ·_oailen to ·ape_ak
on Ut.u. rg_ical ri1form

This ·week's student' senate ap-.,
provea three of the five committ_ee .. ..
chairmen nominees. ·Kathy Der-.
mody was approved with a vote of
11:.0·1 as Social Committee Head.
Culiur~l Committee Chairman fQr
Fr. John Gallen, S.J., will speak
the coming year will be Deanne
Kendrick who was approved un- on the question ..Is Jesus alive in
animously and the Financial Board American Liturgy; Where are
appointments are: Treasurer ·Bob American Catholics in Liturgical
Galovic (10:.0-2), Tara McDowell reform?'' Gallen's lecture, sponsored
(12-0-0), Mark Zink (9-0-3), Rich by the theology department will be
Lechleiter ( 12:.0-0)and Barb Barrett held Monday, April 25 at 8 p.m. in
with a vote of (9-0-3). The positions Bellarmine Chapel.
Gallen's ·doctorate is from the
for S.A.B.B. Chairman and Calen·
Liturgical
Institute of Trier, Ger·
dar Co-ordinator will be decided on
many. He is currently conducting a
at the next meeting.
program throughout the United
The results of the teacher States called "Partners in Dialogue,"
evaluations are now available in the· in which the Murphy C.enter for
Library and at the University center Liturgical Research at Notre Dame
Information Desk for students' use. contacts and surveys local situations
Plans for an Ecology Day are in to find out what is going on in local
the making, and John Dean will be churches liturgically.
Gallen is presently director of the
here to speak to the studeut body on
Murphy Center. He is past president
May lOth.

By DON TASSONE
Qn~IIIH

EIIIICH'

Once again Campus Ministry reminds Xavier Students that it 'is
currently accepting applications for the directorship of the 1977
Manresa program. Anyone interested should contact Roccina Stellan·
tano for further information at 745-3322.

•••

You, your friends, and your minds are invited to attend a lecture
sponsored by the Students International Meditation Society on
Wednesday, April 27, at 7:30p.m. The topic concerns the Meditation
Program and will be discussed in the Fordham Room of the Student
Union. Call 631-6800 for supplemental information.
.. ··

.

...

Rev. Thomas P. Kennealy reminds all students that the annual undergraduate Honors Convocation will take place on Mond~y, ~ay 2,
at 1:30 p.m. in the University Theater and noton May 9, as hsted m the
University Catalog. Following the convocation, a receJ!tion will ~
held in the VonderHaar Terrace Room for the award wmners, the1r
parents, and the faculty.

••••

James Royark was just stroll.ing through some ~oods n~ar the Iowa
town of Toledo and carrying h1s gun, he told a pohce magistrate, when
he accidentally bagged a squirrel out ·of season. "The gun wasn't
operating very well," he said, "so I was just sort of shooting around in
the air, at tree trunks, limbs, and things, and I shot into the branches of
a tree, and a squirrel dropped down dead. I didn't even know it was up
there."
·
Magistrate George Stein cut $50 from Royark's fines totaling $162
b~:l!ause the "droll explanation of his 'accident' had relieved the tedium
of a dull day in court."
-from the National Observ~r

Pholo by BERKO, Aapen, Colo.

Fr. Gal/en
and founder of the North American
Academy of Ljturgy. He is the
author of three books on liturgy,
prayer and scripture, and has
published numerous articles on
those subjects.

• ••

Friends of World Teaching is pleased to announce that hundreds of
teachers and. administrators are still needed to fill existing vacancies
with overseas American Community Schools, international, private,
church-related, and industry-supported schools and colleges in over
120 countries around the world. Friends of World Teaching will supp·
ly applicants with updated 'lists of these schools and colleges overseas.
Vacancies exist in alinost all fields -at all levels. Foreign langll!lge ·
knowledge is not required. Qualification, requirements, salaries, and
length of service vary from. school to school, but in most case are ~
similar to those in the U.S. For further information, prospective
applicants should contact:
Friends of World Teaching
P.O.Box6454·. ~·-··
Cleveland, Ohio 44101

•••

Anyone interested in music, beer, and munchies is cordially invited
to the College of Mount St. Joseph forits Sophomore Beer Garden on
April 29, from 9 p.m. to I a.m. A nominal admission fee of$1.25 with a
college ID will be charged for the evening or $1..50 with another ID.
Please call 244-4200 for more information .

• ••

This Saturday night at 9:00 signals the opening of the Pied Piper
Coffeehouse for all Xavier sfudents desiring quality entertainment ina
quality atmosphere. Featured acts will be Charlie and Clem at 10:30,
Larc at midnight, and the opening act, yet to be announced. Admission
is free to all, but donations will be accepted.

Step up to

•••

Women who need to take a break for a few days or are just interested
in sharing life in a women's community now have a relea_se. From April
24 to 28 or from May 2 to S Grailville Community will supply excellent
opportunities for space and time for yourself. Activities ranse from
preparing breakfast and lunch in your own house to communal prayer
and the opportunity for informal contact and sharing among others.·
Anyone interest should contact:
·
·
:
Cecile Christinez
Grailville Women's Project
Grailville, Loveland, Ohio 45140

***

a second career
this summer.

I

In a miraculous comeback to the Graffiti column, Student Senato~
Dave Scaletta (R) wishes to reinforce the fact that he is not yet leaving
office.. "Rip Van Winkle slept for 20 yean. But, of course, his
neighbors didn't have a stereo," remarked Scaletta through his toothy
smile. The comment had nothing to do with any other sta~ement
Scaletta set forth, but he says it sounded good and that he likes td
· speak stylistically.
~

·

•••

The community of Bellarmine Chapel invites you to share in the
celebration of their SOth Anniversary on April 14th. A speciallitergy is
being planned at 4 o'clock in the Chapel, followed by a festive proces- .
sion to the Armory. Dinner follows with music and entertainment.

•••
The junior class women will give a Continental Strawberry Brunch
. on Sunday, the twenty-fourth of Aprilfortheseniorwomen. Therecption will be at eleven o'clock in the morning in the Terrace Room. Mass
will be in Schott Chapel. ·

The X•vler Newa is the ollicial student
-newspaper of Xavier University. The articles, pic·
lures, and format are the responsibility of the
editors and do not represent the views of the ad·
ministration, faculty, an.d student body of Xavier
unless specifically stated. All editorials reflect the
opinion of a majority of the Editorial Board and do
P~~ge2

•not necessarily represent the opinion of the atu·
d_ent body, faculty, or administration of Xavier
University.·
. The Newa is published weekly during the school.
,year ·aKCept during vacation and examination
periods by Xavier University, Cincinnati, Ohio
45207. Subscriplionsare$5.00peryear. TheNewa
was entered as second class matter Oclober 4,
1946, at the Post Office of Cincinnati, Ohio under
the Act of March 3, 1879.
Letters submitted to the Newa for publlcatli:m
must carry signature and address of writer.

Army ROTC offers college sophomores .the opportUnity to earn an officer's
·
. . ·· . . ·
commission in two years. · ·
.
It starts with six weeks of training at· Fort Knox, Ky., this summer. With
pay (over $500).
· .
to have your body toughened,
You'll .learn what it takes to be a soldier
.·
·
·
your confidence developed.
Do well and you can qualify fo~ Army ROTC cours~ in the fa~.~Do exdept~
ionally well, and you may be heading back to college With a full-tuition scholar· .
·n
ship.
.
.
.
.
'
Then, for the next two years, whiley~u're ~ing your ch~ ~egree, yo~
also prepare .for a responsible leadership pos1t1on as an officer m the ·active
Army or Reserves.
·
Apply by Aprill.

ARMY.ROTC.
LEARN WHAT -IT 'TAKES
LEAD.

ro

To arrange an interview app.o!ntment, ·contact: Captain· Adrian· Schlea,
Xavier University
Telephone 745-3848

Editors reserve lhe right to condense or reject any
letter and Iii!) It frequent writers. .
Main offices, first lloor, University Center
Building. News-editorial telephone: (513) 745·
3561. -.overtlsing telephone: (51l)745·:Wll.
Editor-in·chief ..••..•••••• Flobert J. Stegmoyer
M
· Edi
Sh
M F
anagmg
tor .. ·"·""··
annan · lynn
Moderator .......................... John Getz
Body-guard to the Editor ••..• · • • Bob Sohovlch
Assistant to the Editor .•••• Thomas P. Callahan·
Assistanllo the Managing Editor ••.•••••• Joan
Geanuracos

Business Manaqer • : ••••.•••••••••• Jack Jeffre
Associate Editors. Peg Connelly, Lisa Maechling
Arts Editor · ..•..•••.•..•••.••...•. Anita Buck
Sports Editor .•.....••...•.•••.•• Teri Kraemer
Sports "llrllers · · · · · · • • · · • · · · .•.••.. :Jim Donlin
·Tim Grell, Ron Harper, Roger Rosenthal
Intramural Reporter .......... Michelle Tocorzic
Copy Editor ..................... Julie Waddell
Contributing Editor ..•...•...•••. sue Stevenot
•Photo Editor ••.•••.•.•••.••••••.•• Anne Abate
Photogr~phers ••.••••. Rick Beagle, Kris Walen
Production Manager .••••••. Helen La Jeunes.se

Staff: Rotce Anderson, Hague Atkinson, Sarb
Bareii.Georga Beazy, John Bohlen, Mike Brown,
Sieve Cimmlngs, Jack Diamond, Glenn Feltz, Bob
Fries, Ginny Gelozls, Greg Goolsby, Vicky
Greiner, Rila Hopkinson, Ellen Kellogg, Deanne
Kendrick, Mary Knoedler, Joan Kohorst, Conrad
Kalis, Rich Lechieiler, Bob Lynch, Cathy Lynch,
Sue Leverone, Phil Maechilng, Maria Malandra,
Tom McCluskey, Chris Manke, Mark Molloy, Beth
Muenks, Nejdat Mulla, Margo Nobis, Dale Penn,
Martha Rice, Don Tassone, Beth Streck, Bob Wlik·
ing, Joyce Schreiber, Ed Murray, Roccina
Steliatano., Frank Bujold

ARTS & ENTERTAINMENT
Humans are inferior

Memphis: thoughts of a superior being
I've never before written for the
Xavier News; but the person who
lives with me needed one last article
for her arts page, so I volunteered,
figuring the experience would be
helpful - I'm planning to publish
my memoirs. Lately I've written
some fine essays (if I do say so
myself) and a couple of incisive
character sketches, just for practice.
I was born to write. I was destined
for fame, achieved in my own right
- like Puss 'n Boots.
My mother was Abyssinian, my
father Siamese; therefore I am long
and svelte and extremely beautiful,
with a lovely ticked coat and big
green eyes. For a while my ambition
wastogotoNewYorkandbecomea
model, but then I discovered that
models shave their bodies, nasty
awkward hairless things, like
Margaux Hemingway.l have no intention of Nairing my coat down the
sink, nor of wasting my mind, my
creative sensibilities.
I shall publish my diaries; I will
star in avant-garde movies. I shall be
the new Anais Nin. I have devoted
my life to art and to· myself There is
nothing better.
I read constantly. I have. committed Cat and Mouse to memory. I
credit my literary interests to having
"The_Owl and the Pussy-Cat" recited
me in my kittenhood, and
readings from Old Pouum's Book of
Practical Cat&. Now my taste runs
more to Joyce and James, but it was
a start.
·
I love to write, even though it's difficult holding . a . fountain pen
between iny middle toes - and even
worse fining it. I wish there were an
electri~ ~ype_w!lter in the apartment.
I manage thole quite well, but
not use a manual, lest· I break my
cla~s. I'm a little vain about them,
.and love to hear visitors gasp when I
demonstrate their sharpness. Of
course, my claws are functional as

to

can::

well as beautiful - I can climb pant.·
legs with them, snag small objects, or
hook into a chair to lean back and
stretch, which is how I maintain my
figure.
When my toes are cramped, and
my mind weary from writing, I unwind listening to WGUC, if I'm
alone or no one will 'PUt on a record
for me. It's one of the few things I
can't do, so I find it expedient to
keep a couple of humans around to
perform those and similar activities.
There's very little music I don't like,
but Wagner is dearest to my heart, so
much so that I enjoy singing along (I
am fortunate to possess a fine fluid
voice). In fact, the more lavishly
romantic, the better. I am an utter
sensualist, taking a physical pleasure
in all things aesthetic. I live
wholistically. I confess to having some trouble
with paintings; I am rather nearsighted, as cats are, and those stupid
humans persist in hanging prints up
toward the ceiling instead of on the
floor or down near it, where I can examine them with east. It's not too
difficult sometimes to sit on the back
of a chair or stand on the cedar chest
the better to. see. Fortunately, my
humans bring me.art books from the
library; they're pretty good about
that.
Still; lthink I'll set rid of them. Of
the two I have now, one is really sur- books. They won't even let me out to
ly. and won't do a thiill I uk. Of hunt, I, whose papri senses once
course, she is punished for her at- thrilled to riddin1 the Breen Lodge
titude. The other is better, talkina ofmice,cockroachcsandcolliedogs.
. and playing with me. She is my perIt's pe..Vene. Humans were meant
sonal servant and I permit her to to serve cats. They are inferior beings
share my bed and attend my toilette. - big, strong "nd posseuing opBut both are araceless· enough -to posable thumbs, but needing feline
. keep me prisoner in my own apart- , directions.. Humans are fla:bby and
ment. They.
take' me'·to··iiie '-'-·C'lumsy;wiiti'poor·lieiring and'sense
Symphony or Playhouse or a of smell- and a poor smell, I might
museum ()r a film; they never take add. Cats must rule by dint of inme pub-hopping in Mount Adams. I telligence, beauty and arace.
sit alcme at home, lapping my sherry Litheness is all.
Memphis
and po~ing forlornly over my art

....

-----THE VERONA FA.JHERS
A Relilious Society .
For the Foreian Missions

never·

2104.St. Michaei·St. I Cincinnati, Ohio 45204/(513) 921-1176
We all · know how to make lov.,, but have you ever loved as a
Christian? Would you like to love not one, but all mankind? Are you bold
enough to devote your life to loving God's poorest and most rejected, as
a missionary? A Verona Father? .
For further information write:

Off-Broadway hit at Playhouse
A ---footl ig-hters ·production
The ·Cincinnati Playhouse will moments and some super perfor- 8:00 and II :00 P.M. and Sunday at
. 2:00 P.M.
present the award winning mances."
·The revue opens Apri126 with perCall21-3888 for reservations after
Footlighters, Inc., production ofthe
musical revue WHAT'S A NICE formances Tuesday, Wednesday, 'April I?. Tickets can be picked up at
COUNTRY LIKE US DOING IN A Thursday at 8:00 P.M.; Friday at . the Playhouse Box Office the day of
STATE LIKE THIS?, in a limited 8:00 and 11:00 P.M.; Saturday at the performance.
run engagement, from April 26 to
May 1.
This off-Broadway hit won top
honors for the Footlighters, an active community theatre from Ft.
Thomas, Ky., at the state competiAn MBA could make the difference.
tion of the Festival of American
Community Theatres last month.
The Master of Business Administration and Master of
This first place ·finish entitles the
Science in Management programs from the School of
company to represent Ohio. at· the
Management at Case Western Reserve University
regional competition in May. From
offer you:
there the group hopes to move on to
ICHOLARIHIPI-Full-tuition and partial-tuition
the National finals in · Spokane,
scholarships are available for 1977-78.
Wash., and eventually to the interIXICUTIVI INVOLVIMENT-Interact with mananational competition on Monaco.
gers and real management problema In 30 Cleveland
Elinore Ager Dial directed the
area organization&.
revue, and David Holdgriewe
FLEXIBILITY..-The 'MBA or MSM- can be com- choreographed the piece, drawing
plated In twelve, fifteen or eighteen montha.
critical raves.
Concentrations available In Business Admlnlatra. tlon, Health Management and Public Management.
'· The revue · was presented at
Bogart's in late March. . The
For a deacriptlv& brochure about our MBA and
MSM programs, complete the coupon and mall it to:
reviewers called it "a hatchet job on
some of our sacred cows.-. a fine
show
there are some super

Pflolo br RICIC IIAQLI

Memphla

Fr. Ken
2104 St. Michael St.
Cincinnati, Ohio (5204
1-513-921-1176

--:-·

HOW ABQUT A CAREER
INSTEAD OF JUSTA JOB?

[lfiJ•H~
MUof FIR~f BECOME- FOLLOWERS.
BECOME A L.EAt>ER 8Y

.

FOL.L.OWII-JG- JESUS CHRIST
Af> A PRIEST, SISTER OR. BROTHER
CONTACi: VOCATION OFFICE
54-4-0 MOELLER AVE. • ~noM &77
CINCINNATI, 0~10 4-5ZI2 '631-8777
FIND OUT HOW. • • • • ......,

ro

Thurtd•Y· April at, 1877

•

WE'LL HELP YOU FiND
THE DIAMOND YOU'LL FLIP FOR
There are all kinds of diamonds.
Some right, some wrong for you. We'll help
you find the diamond you'll flip for ..•
Jove for its brilliance, admire for its fire.
One diamond is waiting, so perfect for your
purse and personality, it could never
belong to another,
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Please send me a descriptive brochure on your MBA and
MSM programs.
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Bobcats and Buckeyes blast Muskles 25- 2, 1 - 0
By ROGER ROSENTHAL
Hen lporl8 Wrtler

If you like lopsided baseball
games, you should have been at
Xavier's Connor Field Saturday.
The Bobcats from Ohio University
simply destroyed the Xavier
baseballers in both ends of a twin bill.
Before a good gathering of diehard Muskie rooters, sprinkled with
some Bobcat ones, the visitors
jumped up with a 6 spot in the first
inning of Game# I and that was to be
all she wrote.

When the dust cleared at the end,
the Muskies were on the short end of
a 25 to 2 score. That's right!

three errors.
The Joss was tabbed to Ed
Williams (2 - 2).

· One bright spot was the continued
hitting by Tom Merkle (2 for 4), Jeff
Whelan (2 f~r 3), and Jim Janszen (2
for 3). J.J. also collected his third
· hoinerun, a drive over the left-center
field fence.

The second contest wasn't much
better Xavier fans. The Bobcats
walked off with a 12 to 0 win. The
Muskies could only musterS hits.
The losing pitcher was Jim Clear
(0- 2).

A dark spot in the game was the
rare poor fielding of shortstop
George Miller, who left the game in
the first inning after committing

On Sunday afternoon; the
Buckeyes of Ohio State invaded the
home of the Muskies and unlike the
previo~s day, there· wasn't much

scoring.
The Muskies won the first of a
doubleheader 2 to 0. Freshman
Andy Dillman, a Northwest
graduate, did a masterful pitching
job, limiting the visitors to but I hit,
while walking five. Dillman's record
stands at 2 - 0.

dual also, ·but unfortunately for
Coach Bill Wolfe and Co., the verdict went to the boys from Columbus. The final was I to 0.
The lone run came in the Sth
frame.
·

The Muskie bats could only
produce four hits and wasted a fine
The Muskies scored twice in the pitching performance form Jim
opening frame with Gary Bachman · Broxterman, now I - 3 on the season.
and George Miller driving the rui'IS
By winning one of four at home
in.
during the weekend, the Muskie's
The second game· was a pitcher's
record is 8 and 9.

Versatile Miller ends brigh·t caree.r With Musketeers
played basketball in high school for ball.
two seasons and continued that
· Oh, and his favorite meal is none
Elder High School has produced sport here in Muskieland for -the other than a nice steak. Wonder if he
several sports stars in the Queen junior varsity, until the team dissolv- likes it well done or rare?
·
City. and Xavier landed one ofthem ed.
in the person of George Miller.
However, now George is concenMiller, a marketing major in his trating on a baseball career. He's not
final year at X. U., plays shortstop picky. He'll even play for the Cincinfor Bill Wolfe's baseball crew.
nati Reds.
Miller "only" hit .318 last spring,
"I hope I have to make a decision
.371 last fall, and is gunning for even whether to chance the pros or to go
into a business of my own. ·1 think I
Xavier's traveling tennis team
a better season this spring.
Not only can George hit, but he's would sacrifice a couple of years to returned from a trip to Washington,
as fine a fielder as you'd want to see. try. and make it in the big leagues," D.C. The team ended up with a win
· over George Mason and losses to
He and 2nd baseman Tom Merkle explains.Miller.
Miller is confident about making Howard and Maryiand Universities.
turn over one of the "meanest" double plays in college ball.
On Thursday, April 6th, the team
it too. "I feel I have as good a shot as
· Miller like most, started playing anybody else."
· played Howard University and lost 7baseball at a tender age and has conAway from the diamond, George · 2. The two XU points came from
tinued ever since. However, .he likes to play golf, tennis, and raquet- . Mary Wotrs outstanding singles
r---------------.;..~~-----.;;_~ play and his doubles combination
with John O'Connor. Mark McCor- ·
By ROGER ROSENTHAL
Newllporl8 Wrtler ·

George Miller is ending a productive career in Muskieland and I'm
sure Coach Wolfe is not so thrilled in
finding a replacement.

I mean you just don't go out and
find a person with the playing caliber
of a George Miller anywhere.

Tennis team ·travels
''Outstanding effort''

YOUfB IS

ooa

mick, lost in three sets.
Friday afternoon the · team
traveled to College Park, Maryland,
to ace the Terrapins from Maryland.
Maryland showed its superiority,
but Xavier gave an outstanding effort in the loss.
Saturday, Xavier went against
George Mason University in Fairfax, Virginia. The Xavier netters.
regrouped.· after the two previous

OOIOBIIf

!he PIAiliS!S
!he prieets an4 brothers ot the
Piarist oraer have eaucate4 youth
for over 300 7eara.- We work in
echools, .coD programs and parishes,
across the USA. It you woul.d like
further inf'oJ'm&tion about our work
and livee, write to: Vocation Dir.,
!he Piarista, Devon, Pa. 19333.

2 CANOES FOR
THE COST OF 1

Whitewater Valley
Canoe Rentals, Inc.
Rt. 52 (west edge) Brookville, lndiana/317-647.5434
.

Spring Golf Schedule
Date

Opponent.

Thurs. Apr. 21-22-23 Eastern Kentucky
· Invitational
Tues. April 26
Miami - Middletown
Wed. April 27
· Gold &. White
Invitational
Centre College
Fri. Apri129
Indiana - Purdue
Fri. May 6
Spartan Invitational
and
Michigan State
Sat. May 7
University
Sun. May 8
Bronco Invitational
Western Michigan.
and
Mon. May 9
University
Tues. May 17
Miami - Middletown
Fri. May 20
Cincinnati

Location

Time

Richmond, Ky.

losses and pulled out aS - 4 thriller,
with the fifth team point coming
down to a third set tie-breaker in first
doubles. John O'Connor and Marty
Wolf pulled out the tie-breakerS- 3
on a dynamic overhead by O'Connor. In this match, Ed Dupay and
John O'Connor were double ·
winners, winning their singles
matches and teaming up with their
respective doubles partners to win
doubles points.

Sailors open season
host area· Regatta
By TIM GRELL
Hen lporta Wrle.r

Middletown
Danville
Indianapolis, Ind.
East Lansing, .
Michigan
Kalamazoo, Mich.
Home
Away

XAVIER UNIVERSITY
. ·: SUMMER PROGRAMS ABROAD
I nformatlon:
·
Dr. Beigel, Alter 104
AUSTRIA
Tel.- 745-3665
·
COLOMBIA Dr. Vega, Hinkle.115
Tel. 745-3628
Summer Sessions Office
Alter 102
Tel. 745-3601

IP.M. ·
9A.M.

This Saturday and Sunday, April
23 and 24, Xavier's Sailing Team will
host the annual Schultz Invitational
Regatta. at Cowan Lake. Seyen
colleges from the tri-state area will· · ·
be competing for the cup. This regatta will also mark the beginning of the·
1977 sailing season which will continue into the fall of this year.
Xavier will compete in six 'other
regattas which will be. held against
many of the top schools in this
region.

HAVE A
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·TRIPS ON INDIANA,FASTEST, . .
MOST SCENIC RIVER

TheDally
WHITEWATER
·rates $5- $6- $7
Group discounts available
Rental is only 50 minutes from campus via 1-74, take Brookvillo mdt and
follow Rt. 52 THROUGH TOWN of Brookville to west odgo. F roo color
brochure by request; phone or write: R.Ritz, Mgr.,P.O. Box 2,% ren .. l,
Brookville, lnciiM• 47012.
, GET THE GA'NG .TOGETHER AND CAMP,
PICNIC, PARTY, ETC.
' THIS ARTICLE MUST BE PRESENTED FOR OFFER
Private riverside campsites, island~. or huge rustic lodge can be reserved for private parties or camping.
Valid any weekday (except holidays)- $1 off Saturday canoe rate; $2
off Sunday canoe rates. Discounts may be applied to group rate on most:
trips.

A-9
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. CLIP AND SAVE· ..... Offer doea not expire

· Johnny Bench
American

I

..,*
..,.....

Cancer~iety.

Harvey and McNeill: perspectives
on· homosexuality. and the church
By LISA MAECHI.ING
Attocl•te Editor

Several months ago the Xavier News dealt editorially with
homosexuality in association with the campus visit of Fr. John
McNeill, S.J. McNeill challenged Church teaching that the homosexual can be a member of the Christian community only insofar as he
refrains from homosexual activity: In an attempt to explore the issue
from varying points of view, several members of the News editorial
staff attended a talk at the University of Dayton by Fr. John Harvey,
O.S.F.S.
·
Can the "practice of homosexuality be accepted by the Christian?
Harvey felt the Church teaching was explicit and rational in its demand for chastity. He defended the viability of a chaste lifestyle,
citing his experience with homosexuals. The permanently oriented
homosexual person can be helped toward chastity, said Harvey, by
prop~r counselling attitudes and methods.
The counselor might begin by helping the individual separate his
identity as a person from his sexuality. This would enable the
homosexual to form relationships at the level of intimacy necessary
for human growth and yet avoid the genital activity which challenges
traditional church teaching on sexuality and married love.
Harvey felt many homosexuals develop their sexual orientation as
a result of an inability to form close relationships. The counselor
helps this person to understand his deep emotional need to love and
be loved and at the same time to integrate his sexual powers into
some non-sexual/ genital form of expression.
"We must educate the homosexual into a healthy form of sublimination. . . We respect him ·in his struggle." Harvey stressed,
"Chastity is a positive form of love."
•••

When Harvey· and McNeill disagree over the proper response to
Christian homosexuals, they are actually presenting two divergent
tendencies iri theological attitudes today, the definitive vs. the
processive. The issue becomes not what one thinks about chastity,
but whether one can accept the examination of such a topic, seeing it
as symptomatic of "process" theology, that ongoing search for the
will of God.
Harvey worries that opening this portion of sexual ethics to quc;,stion would challenge the entire tradition. McNeill feels the Church
needs to examine both the specific issue of homosexuality and the·
larger topic of Christian sexual ethics.
Harvey would. clarify the current Church position and ask that
theological discussion of homosexuality be limited to qualified persons so as not to confuse the Catholic on the street. The role of the
theologian in this case would be to defend and explain an established
moral teaching.
But McNeill's approach to the problem of Christian homosexuals
relies heavily on an understanding of the exploratory role of the
theologian; "God leaves us with the task of discovery," says McNeill.
. This concept of theology invites examination of established moral
teachings in an atmosphere which seeks not to threaten beliefs but to
ensure their applicability to a developing Christian consciousness.
If one sees that theology can be dynamic and developmental in
nature, and that the theologian explores current teachings in order to
expound, embellish and enrich them, then one can accept controversy, dissention and disagreement within Church structures as part of a
process leading to a stronger and truer Church. Homosexuality is one
example among several in which people are asked both to reconsider ·
their opinion about the specific issue and to reflect on what this implies about the role of processive theology in every person's life.

Convention c·enter
hosts .festtval
The Cincinnati Convention
Center will host the Seventh Annual
Appalachian Festival from April 28
through May I. The Appalachian
Community Development Association sponsors this event which
features over 120 exhibitors from
Cincinnati", Southeast Ohio, Kentucky,· West Virginia, Virginia,
Tennessee, North Carolina, and
Georgia· displaying unique handmade crafts, traditional mountain
music, and down home food. ·
Mary Stephens-'Barnes and
Carole Welch are sharing the
leadership of this year's festival..
Local performers include: Katie
Laur Bluegrass Band; Malcolm
Dalglish, hammer dulcimer; Percy
Marshall, vocalist; Company's
Comin Band; . Roscoe and Susie ·
Morgan, vocalists; and Holmes
High School Dancers of Covington
doing traditional dances.
Among the nonlocal performers:
Uncle Homer Walker, banjo; the
Voices of Appalachia from Alive
Lloyd College; Hazed Dickens,
vocalist; The Appalachian Folks,
traditional string band; and the
Cherokee Indian, dancers.
The times for the festival are II :00
a.m. to 10:30 p.m. Thursday through
Saturday, and 11:00 a.m. to 5:00
p.m. on Sunday; The admission is
one dollar for adults and SO:cents for
children~ ; . .
::: ·J i '

·:. Correctiort
The last issue of the News (April
7) incorrectly. reported · that the
next Board of Trustees meeting
was to be held May 3. The actual
date of the meeting is May 26.

HASSAN MOTORS, INC.
3813 Montgomery Road
Cincinnati, Ohio 45212
531 5500

10% OFF

on all service and parts ·to
X.U. students and faculty
with identification cards.

getting cleaner lately. We've obviously
still got a lot to do. But as we do it,
we need to study carefully the costs and
benefits, to keep environmentalism
So far, Armco has spent S260,(XX),(XX)
from tying America up in knots.
for pollution control systems. Running
Some people think America will have
that equipment costs us another
to spend a trillion dollars by the midS26,<XXJ,(XX) a year. We've slashed our
1980's on more pollution control. Could
air emis.'iions 95%. But now we've
this hurt your chance of getting a job
passed the point of diminishing returns.
you want'! We hope not-but it's a
Cutting into that final 5% can cost
possibility.
more-and waste more electrical
America s~mply doesn't have ·a
energy-than it took to stop the entire
trillion dollars to spare. Shifting so vast
95%. What's worse. generating the
an amount from other uses will disrupt
electricity to reduce industrial emisnearly every other national goal.
sions further often creates more
Adding costly environmental
pollution at power plants t~an i~dustry
equipment doesn't increase industrial
removes. AS a nation, we need to
production. So once the equipJ!lent is
carefully examine enviro~mentalist
in place. the handful of new jobs
.demands and balance them against
created for pdllution control is more
their social. as well aS e~onomic,
than offset by production jobs that
consequences.
don't appear. Spending large sums on
Next time somebody says industry
pollution control means companies
ought to start cleaning up its act. you
can't spend that money on something
We've got a free booklet to help you
might like to point out that tfl:e cleanelse-like new jobs.
·
ge~ a j()b. USC?. it to sef..yo~rself apart.
up is well on its way. The more extra
· We're going to need another
above the crowd. We answer 50 key
environmental costs pile on, the fewer
18.<m.<XX> jobs in this country by 1985. questions you'll need to know. Like
ri~w. jobs there may be.
•,
·
These days the average job costs
why you should bOne up on companies . ',!'
$42,168 to create. So a trillion dollars
you like. What to do a.fler the first
is more than the total current cost of
interview. Hints to make you a more
. creating 18.<XX>,(XX) jobs.
aggressive. attractive job candidate.
Even if we had a trillion dollars,
An prepared for Armco by a consulting
· America couldn't satisfy its most
firmspecializing in business recruiting.
extreme environmental demands
with help from the placement staff of
already on the books. Air quality rules
Armco wants ygyr plain talk
a leading university.
now lock important areas of the counSend for your free copy of How to on environmentalism and jobs
try out of any new industrial developGet a Job. Write Armco Steel CorporDoes our message make sense'! We'd
ment. And water quality standards
ation, Educational Relations Dept ..
like to know what you think. Your
being applied to all bodies of water. no General Offices. U·4, Middletown.
personal experiences.· Fads you've
matter how they're ~;~sed. will stymie
Ohio 4504.1. Our supply is limited. so
found to prove or disprove our point.
even population growth in many parts
write now.
Drop us a line. We'll send you a more
of the-U.S.
detailed
report on the relationship
We all want clean air and water. '
hetween
pollution control and jobs.
We'v~ b~efl sensitized to pollution's
Our off.er of How to Get a Job. above.
.
dangers for years. But the fact is:
tells you how to write us. Let us hear
America's air and water have been
from you. We've all got a stake in
more American jobs.

Environmentalism
-will it muddy
the Job pool?

Plain talk abOut
POu.uTION CONTROL

.,ARMCO,
v
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Editor wrings _out the old and brings in the News- Again!

C¢irion

Finally, the end has come. It is with hybrid emotion of sadness and
relief that I relinquish the bothersome (read deadlines) yet coveted
(read what you will) position of editor-in-chief of the Xavier N~ws.
It is safe to assume the News this past year sacrificed continuous
controversy for thoroughness and balance in coverage, taking a
moderate stance on a wide range of issues. Concentrating on pertinent. though sometimes pedestrian issues, the News abandoned the
anachronistic radicalism of the 60's leaving the idealists to mutter in
their smoke filled rooms. This approach establishes a journalistic
professionalism opening lines of communication with administrators {
- a time consumina project showing no immediate gains, but, we
hope, long-range beneficial effects for the students and university as aj·
whole.
,
The News, radical or calm, interesting or blase, timely or remiss, _
would never have been possible were it not for the various individuals
willing to devote time and effort to journalistic pursuits. These people
are (not necessarily in any order of importance): Arts Editor Anita
Buck, whose tireless, unselfish contributions to the N~ws provided
readers with timely movie and play reviews containing meaningful insights always applicable to more than the production; As!ociate
Editor, genius and pundit Tom Flynn, the perpetrator and executor
of the weekly "Our Man Flynn" column, whose outrageous yet
necessary comment and criticism became an institution, nay, legend
at Muskie Tech; Contributing Editor Sue Stevenot, who combined
her literacy and artistic talents in "Mr. President" to take a jab at
almost everybody and everything at Xavier; Associate Editor Lisa
Maechling, who has brought to the News exceedingly high standards
of composition and presentation; Teri Kraemer, Roger Rosenthal,
and Ron Harper. whose coverage and-features kept readers aware of
the sports scene at Xavier; Dependable reporters Julie Waddell, Greg
Goolsby, Rich Lechleiter, Peg Connelly and Bob Wilking, who have
always provided objective and informative News articles; Helen LaJeunesse, who t®k upon herself the necessary but thankless jobs of
typing and proofreading; Photo Editor Rick Beagle who has spent
endles~ hours in the darkroom in order to provide the News with excellent, well-composed photographs; and finally. Managing Editor
Shannon Flynn, whose unendina devotion to the Newswu pro-.bly
the key factor in its weekly production. Shannon not only served in a
vital administrative capacity, but extended herself to comprehensive
reporting and exhaustive investigations.
The Board
Shannon, and all involved in the production of this year's News
Front row (1. tor.) Photo Editor Rick Beagle, Contributing· Editor
deserve recognition for a job well done.
· .
Sue Stevenoi; second row (1. tor.) Editor-In-Chief Bob Stegmoyer,
So, to the old guard fading away - thanks, and to the new editors Managing Editor Shannon Flynn, Associate Editor Tom Flynn; last
RJS row (I. to r.) Arts Editor Anita Buck, Associate Editor Lisa Maechllng.
assuming command - good luck.

Suggestions· to aid lackluster OSD outlined
Consider for a moment what the effects would be of translocatina
Xavier's campus to~ for example, Versailles, Ohio- a suburb of
Sidney - a town 30 miles north by northwest of Dayton, Ohio. One
would be left with little more than the traditional academics, a fantastic intramural proaram, a handful of dances, speakers few and far .
between, an occasional film, and nothing to read except the News.
Little is it known that all of the above, except academics, fall under
the aegis of the Office of Student Development (heretofore referred ·
to as OSD).
·
The OSD should balance Fr. Brennan's Office of Academic Affairs, playing a major role' in dneloplng the total student, consonant
with the "Profile of the Jesuit University Graduate_." However,Jour
years of observation have been enoush to convince many that the
OSD sponsored activitiei have done little more than fill students'
time rather than foster an atmosphere conducive to personal growth.·
Obviously, there is a definite lack of any significant cultural repertoire at our small college in Versaille. But one can hardly expect an on
campus population of less than 1,000 people to support areat
speakers, magnificent films and the various performina arts.
Luckily, Xavier is not in Versaille, rather in a thrivina metropolitan
area offering professional sports, world renowned symphony, contemporary concert lacilities, museums, parks, theatre, and all the
other cultural/ recreational opportunities one typically associates
with a large city - or at least offers these things to those students for-

tunate enough to have the money to attend these events, the means to
reach them, and enouah knowledp of the city to even know what is
available.
Here is a broad area where our otherwise lackluster OSD can finally earn its keep by committina itself to a wide-ranJina, agressive
program designed to make the resources of Cincinnati more accesible
to every student with the ultimate goal of promotina lifelong appreciation of and,support for these worthy events~ Certainly a worthy
goal for any organization which purporti to .be in the Student
Development business.
.
This ·can be done in the followina ways:
.
, .·
1) Free and/or reduced price tickets to as many local events as
possible (e.g. Reds, Stingers, Benaals, Symphony, Colis~um 'COD·
certs, and special events etc.)
2) Provide reliable transportation to and from these events and
other areas of perennial interest such as downtown, Clifton, and Mt.
Adams.
.
3) An aggresiive promotional campaian, at lea•t equal in intens~ty
to the campaigns which are traditional harbingers of c'!mpw s«?Caal
events, designed to promulpte awa~eness that the servaces outlined
in items 1 and 2 exist.
'
RJS
TWF
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busting in every 16th bar to sing the wordA,
"Alma Mater, Xavier." Period.
Interestingly,_ in Breen Lodge's extensive
collection of 1930's Musketeer football
programs, in which are printed the lyrics of all
X.U. fight songs, including the Alma Mater,
the song has a full set of lyrics. I think they
··· -were· in~l:.atin;'though. ·· ·· · -·
This superficial evidence could mean that
the Alma Mater has shrunk over the years: a
Latin hymn in the '30's, an instrumental with a ·
~;hanHn the 'SO's; next t!) not!ling in the '70's;
All I know for sure is that Xavier once had an
alma mater song, and it seems not to today.
This little nug~et of history would be well
remembered by any contemporary "Alma
· Mater Search Committee" which might be
formed to confront Xavier's Alma Mater Gap.
For though such a committee might be conA rational anthem
tent merely to revive the old Alma Mater- by
By Tom Flynn
now, no mean feat of scholarship-to do so
Don't worry if it's not good enough for would ignore the possibility that the old Alma
anyone else to hear; just sing - sing a song. Mater disappeared for a reason.
If, for instance, the old song was in Latin, an
-Richard & Karen Carpenter
attempt to reintroduce it intact would· fail to
As we all know, Xavier University is far consider that today's student body lacks the
from perfect. But some shortcomings are more familiarity with the tongue of Cicero which
easily corrected thim others- such as X.U.'s could be uniformly assumed only forty years
ago.
apparent lack of a living Alma Mater.
More importantly, the collegiate atEverybody knows what an alma mater isit's a term of reverence applied to one's place mosphere in which the tradition of singing.the
of higher education. It is most frequently Alma Mater flourished may have changed. If
employed by the alumni departments of such students no longer think of Xavier as "the
institutions, gene1ally in conjunction with a Harvard of the Midwest," as earlier Muskies
request for money.
did, then to retain that Ivy League tune is
But an Alma Mater is a song: the school's pointless. In fact, maybe the whole idea of a
anthem, a paean of undying love and commit- "paea!l of undying love and commitment to
ment to one's place of education. It is most fre- one's place of education" needs re-thinking, if
qtiently sung at five- and ten-year alumni one considers the way the ·modern X. U. grad
reunions - after which a member of the ·in- really feels about his school.
stitution's alumni department, who generally
To give any future search committee an idea
led the singing, makes a request for money. ofthe direction in which the school songs of
But. Xavier doesn't seem to have such a song the future will lead, I modestly submit a sam- or at least, nobody knows how to sing it, pie Alma Mater which will, I think, avoid the
pitfalls that doomed its predecessor: a rational
which is ultimately the same thing.
·campus antiquarians agree that there once anthem which exemplifies, in its lyrics and its
was all alma mater song, and that, once upon a (still stolen) melody, the way Muskies today
time,. students even knew how it went. Un- really see their Alma Mater.
denlably, somewhere in the WVXU library The· New Xavier Unlvenlty "Alma Mater" (a
there is a I 2" LP o( Xavier fight songs from the proposal) (To the tune of"The Mickey Mouse
'40's or' '50's.:(!) which included, besides a Mareh")
whole-side-long. int~~iew with that year's What's the school that em-pha-si-zes me-di-ofootball coach, one cut which purported to be
cri-ty?
·
the Alma Mater. ·
X-A-V-1-E-R U-ni-ver-si-ty!
As: I remember it; the cut was an instrumen- Where do they be-stow an A
tal performance of some school hymn For work that earns a D?
shop~ift_e_~tJ!~-~Il_!~~- I_v~. Lea~ue, with a choi~ ,.)b~~Y·!~-~=~-U-ni-ver-~t~y!

Mus-kie Tech! (Muskie Tech!)
Mus-kie Tech! (Muskie Tech!)
Where ev-ry-thing they teach to you is
dreck!
Dreck! Dreck! Dreck!
Where does all your mon-ey go
You've saved since you were three?
X-A-V-1-E-R U-ni-ver-si-ty!
Who can guess just what becomes
Of the General Fee?
They don't know-nor do you-Please don't
look at me!
Mus-kie Tech! (Muskie Tech!)
Mus-kie Tech! (Muskie Tech!)
. The place where fve a-chieved fi-nancial wreck!
Wreck! Wreck! Wreck!
Where's the place they make you take
so much phi-lo-so-phy? X-A-V-1-E-R U-niver-si-ty!
What's so great a-bout twelve ho-urs
Of The-ol-o-gy?
They be-lieve we'll cre-ate Chris-tain communi-ty!
Mus-kie Tech! (Muskie ·Tech!)
Mus-kie Tech! (Muskie Tech!)
Our grads won-der why they get such
small paychecks!
Checks! Checks! Checks!

Where is there a brand new place
For buil-ding your bod-y?
X-A-V-1-E-R U-ni-ver-si-ty!
Why should we use the O'Con-nor
Cen-ter fre-quent-ly?
So we can laugh all day at our li-bra-rv!
. Mus-kie jocks! (Muskie Jocks!)
Mus-kie jocks! (Muskie Jocks!)
Your buil-ding's put the rest of us in
hock!
Hock! Hock! Hock!
How much can you not collect
In old and unpaid fees?
Just this year, X wrote off one hun-dred fif-ty
G's!
But what if we go to the Bur-sar, beg-ging on
our knees?
Star-ting now, they call in col-lec-tion a-gencies!
Xa-vier U! (Xavier U!)
Xa-vier U! (Xavier U!)
The place that's really giv-ing us the
screw!
(Four part harmony:)
(Giv-ing the screw!)
Soon it will be time to leave
This U-ni-ver·si~ty!
X-A-V-1-E-R- thank God you're through
with me!

Durand reviews Marketing Research ·recommendations
By SHANNON FLYNN
M•...lnl Editor

In July 1976 Northlich, Stolle}
Inc. and Message Factors began a
marketing research survey on
Xavier. The study funded by the
Corbett Foundation, was to determine perceptions of Xavier and
create a marketing pion to aide
Xavier in most effectively interesting
prospective students in the university. The study was completed in late
March. (ref. Sept. 30 and April U
News) This is one in a series of ar·
ticles reviewing portions ofthe study
and administrator response to it.
The News discussed the
Northlich,Stolley marketing
research survey with Director of Admissions, Rene Durand. Durand and
has staff have examined the information gathered an,d organized by
Northlich, Stolley and Message Factors Inc.. Durand's specific concern is
how the present admissions opera.tion compares to recommendations
in the marketing plan.
Durand commented that at first
he felt critical of the Northlich,
Stolley report. However, after a se- ·
cond reading, Durand as well as the
group of Fr. Mulliga~. President of
the University, Fr. Brennan,
Academic vice~president and Mr.
James Sassen, vice president for
Public Relations and Development,
agreed they had some objections to
the study but found it helpful.
-According to Durand, be_nefits of
the study are that "It has forced us to
examine ourselves. The study has
consolidated and confirmed many of
our own ideas into an organized
presentation."
Durand outlined a few of his ob·
jections. His first criticism is the
·study "only addresses in a peripheral
way areas like the quality of Xavier's
academics, quality of the library,
quality of student development.''
Durand explained that Northlich,
Stolley was not requested to make
in-depth investigations of these
Thuradllr, April 21. 1177

areas, however, the survey suggests tivities as far as New York,
strengthening curriculum, the Washington; and St. Louis while
library and student development.
students ~t many high schools within
A major issue facing Xavier's ad- the primary market (Greater CincinI
ministrators concerns the funds nati) have not been exposed to
which would be required to launch Xavier."
Durand disagrees with this
the type of communications plan
aggressive communications
recommended. Durand raised the proposed change. " We have dorms •1. There must be a University-wide
(public information) program,
point "It would seem like misspent to fill. We do give very close attencom~itment .to the marketing
w~th involvement by all people at
funds to create a good com- tion to the Greater Cincinnati area.
concept with students regarded as
Xavier in supplying information
munications plan about a weak · For years X. U. has had a low
valued customers whose needs
to the central communications
should be met by the University.
product." Durand is quick to point profile out-of-town. Also we have
(pages iii, iv, v)
office. (page 75)
out Xavier's strengths. He feels if received inquiries from these cities,
weaknesses exist, fiscal priority so we must go out of town even if it is
2. Xavier must position itself as II. The University should establish a
should be directed towards those· less efficient." He continued that it is
supplying a specific product in
Communications Department to
areas before funding a plan to "sell" . important to broaden the base of
students at Xavier. "By staying inthe light of the Message Factor's
coordinate intemal and external
Xavier.
.
Durand also noted that the survey town we'd have a very in-bred stucommunications and to develope
research. (pag~ vi)
.gives minimal attention to transfer dent body. Diversity is part of the
and supervise the production of
3. An individual should be responsipromotional literature and
students, a market Durand views as quality of the institution." i Dl~- ·
cussions with Northlich;Stolley are
ble 'for reviewing a)f the Univeradvertising for all university
increasingly mobil~. . ,
sity's activities from a marketing
departments. (pages 76, 77)
Attrition and retention were only scheduled for late April •. Until these
point ofview. (page ix)
"peripherally addressed" com- meetings "we're at a disadvantage
12.Annual internal .. Commented Durand. Althoush these because we have not yet talked with
4. The curriculum should be exwere not specific tasks of Northlich Northlich,Stolley,we may not be inmunications Seminars" should be
. panded where opportunities and
sponsored to promote the efforts
Stolley, Durand would have found terpreting it correctly, commented·
Durand.
·
interest exist. (page x)
of the Communications Departthem helpful.
ment. (pages 77, 78)
The Northlich,Stolley study outThe extensive communications
lines 14 "General Recommen- plan recommended by Northlich Stol- •s. We must keep abreast of activities of our competitors in a *13. A centralized, student data bank
dations." The Admissions office has ley is budgeted at 596,100 in the
should be developed. (page 78)
more organized way. (page 54)
indicated support for seven of these.. fint year. and $73,900 in the second
Concerning the 40 ..Recommen- year. These figures include p'rinting
*6. The university should examine 14. Xavier should establish the posidations for Admissions by the of material, extensive mailings, adthe reasons for a perceived lack of
tion of Marketing Vice Presidrnt
Marketing Plan" 32 have Ad· ditional staff and professional work.
social activities at Xavier. (page
to coordinate the activities of
mission's agreement;· I I of these are It does not include costs for conduc73)
.
Academics, Development, Comalready part of the Admissions ting Orientation or Improvement
munications, and Admissions.
operation with many others con-· Seminars, Summer Internship
*7. Attempts should be made to in(page 79)
sidered or planned. "Much of the Programs or redesign of the Exhibit
·
volve commuters more in regular
report is a reflection of information Display.
OR
university activities, and to
. These suggestions are being
given to them by our office," says.
design
certain
activities
Xavier
should
establish a
thoroughly considered before the
Durand.
.
specifically for commuters.
Marketing Committee which inDurand adamently disagrees With committee of Mulligan, Brennan,
(pages 73,, 74)
cludes the heads of Academics,
the ~urvey's ·recommendation to Durand and Sassen present their
Student Development, Com"confine high school visits almost finalized response to Xavier's Board
8. The core curriculum needs to be
munications, and Admissions:
exclusively to the primary market of Trustees May 2S. Acceptance,
(page 79)
reexamined for possible moderarea of Greater Cincinnati" page 91. modification or rejection of the.
nization. (page 74)
Northlich ,Stolley indicated that marketing proposals ·Will be deter• Indicates support from an AdXavier's "Lost Prospects" were "not mined in the future.
missions viewpoint for the
The Northlich,Stolley and *9. The-university academic calendar
truly prospects." The survey states
should be changed to the "early
recommendation. Lack of the
"Xavier has traditionally focused its Message Factors Inc. surveys and
semester" system. (pages 74, 75)
asterisk, however, should not be
high school recruiting activities in studies are available for public viewinterpreted as opposition to the
those areas where students have been ing at the Information desk of thi
idea.
•to. There should be a more
recruited before participating in ac- Xavier library.

N orthlich, Stol.ey Inc.
General Recommendations

return il. You can keep the money.just turn the waUet
IN CINCINNATI. progre .. ive rock and roll. We're the
-in. Please'! R. Cosby
other guys. 7 p.m. to 2 a.m. on 91.7 FM
UBIQUITOUS IN Arkansas ... Morc than I'd show. ·
MARK N. It's not nie< for you to keep my little sister
more than you'll ever know. Stubbenglik ·
·
out until 2 a.m. on a school niahl. Julit
Mr.

MOTHER SUPERIOR. when will the exterminator
arrive?

SHIRL: Don't let it bring you down.

SIGNOR CHEEKIN legs loves Hairy Bacon- Si, Oscar Meyer

COME TO THINK OfiT ...whatkindofbugarcyou?

HILL: Hail to the chief. congratulations
'President ... otherwise alias, -my brother.

SHANNON- How's your mud.life?

The Back P-oe is a
classifi'ed section
available to s.tudents. faculty. and stat! of Xavier
University. ,4\dsshould not exceed twenty words
and must be submitted in writing at the University Center Information Desk· c/o The Back Page
no later than the Sunday preceding publication.
Sorry, no ad will be repeated unless resubmitted.
~
·

GO. Buff. Go!
MARIANNA: You're finally moving up in the world, I'
see.

Regressive rock, weekdays 12 to 7 P.M. on 91.7 FM.
WE WANT YOUR-EARS to listen to us on WVXU's
oldies show- 12to 7 p.m. on 91.7 FM:

Julie.
WANTED: College students who have difficulty going
to sleep at night, to participate in a treatment -study
directed by a doctoral student in clinical psychology.
- Please call Nancy Niesz, 631-8865
LET. THE White Rabbillake you for aride. Call 3944.
I GOT the blonde!!!

But.~_h_ _ _ _ _ _ __

AND I BET the Blonde has you - Darwin

Will you give me a backrub?

Thanks for the poem. It's beautiful.

HUTCH: Eat more mud

MIKE M.l wonderifit'spossibletogetathletesfootof
the mouth when you're feet spend so much iime in it-

Smak, Smak -

OFF THE FLOOR!
SUGAR BRITCHES: You better watch out for US on ·
Thursday!

Are there really such things as African Elfs?

l'rogressive Rock, weeknights 7 to 2 on VXU!

HOUSESITfER fOR spring and/or summer wanted.
Please call Tony at 631-6800.

Have you ever .. perienced chocolate marshmallow
clouds?

MIKE M. You beautiful. intelligent hunk of a man.
WANTED! X. U. students interested in on air (and off
air) work for WVXU,comeondownandsee Kim flick
or Bob George. This could be your big chance.
MUNCH KIN-- What are you going to do when you
go away from this Harvard of the Midwest and can't
major in sociliza1ion anymore? Julie
Bob Dylan once wrote uong~lled"My.Back PaiCI".
Pete- You're a doll ..• You're one oi the aexintguys
we know .• .'with love, "The Guya"
Congratato Stu Pid who won Jail weeks iccliahinl con•••• with a 50 pound catch of icc.

Maurnn D: Yo.ur eyes merit a poem. l'm no lyritist.

JULIE. do you want to go to the movies (shonsandTshirt required?) BB

but boy. do I hove fun looking.

WHOEVER ABSCONDED with my wallet, plcaac

M.B.B.

•no you really 'drink all that tea?

C. HOOD: Don't ask me to another dance because I
won't go!

DON'T FIND lead watches rather heavy?

BETH: Check for a accret message. X.

WHO'S SHIRLEY? Laverne.

H2W: Get vacant!

TOM: Did you stab mother?

NONIE: The furniture is mgving in ...

URRRRRRRPPP!

ALVIN: At least you can see eye to eye with Joanie.

SORRY HUDEPOHL,"we had to·do it.

CB: I missed my big Dan on Saturday morning. P J

If BUTfERFLIES ARE FREE. then why not she?

SHRIMP: Do you kick people in the ankles when
things get "down?"

HEARD ANY GOOD JOKES LATELY? If so, they
weren't in this rag.
IF DR. McPAY isas sinologist, why can't he cure my

runny nose?
I FIND MR. SHOOTZMAN very toxins.

SPARKS: Docs the moustochctickle?
JULIE: If you're so cnticins at 3:00a.m., how arc you
at S:OO a.m.?
GERMANN: We still love it!!! R

SUPPORT YOUR LOCAL POLICE: Bribe a cop
today!·
-

MAK: Did you fill your calendar?

CONFUCIUS SAY: Person without electric mixer
rna

MARY: Can you chew gum and jump up and down at
the same time? MT

?
••

Yes.
You mn be'good at p1ssing tests that are meaningless to you.
You mn be good at selling encyclopedias that you know are inferiot
Ultimately, you can even be good at a profession that you
don't really believe in.
You mn be good. But for some people, being good just isn't
good enough.
·
For the people who brew Busch beer, it isn't
good enough. That's why, at Anheuser. .Busch, we persist
in brewing Busch beer just one way-the natural way.
We frankly believe ~hat's the best way to brew beet
And when you believe in what you're doing,
you just naturally do it better.
Try a Busch.
We believe you'll agree.

BUSCH.

When you believe in what you're doing,
you just naturally do it better.
Anhcuscr·Busr:h. Inc. Sl. Lou1s, Mo.
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